
A FAREWELL TO MIRANDA: KNOWING AND
INTELLIGENT WAIVER AFTER

MORAN v. BURBINE

INTRODUCTION

Whether the police should provide information to a suspect re-
garding the availability of a specifically retained attorney before a
suspect can "knowingly and intelligently" waive fifth amendment
rights is a question of paramount importance. The United States
Supreme Court was confronted by this question in Moran v.
Burbine,1 and answered that the police do not have a duty to provide
a suspect with attorney availability information.2 The Court con-
ceded that such a rule "might add marginally to Miranda's goal of
dispelling the compulsion inherent in custodial interrogation."3 How-
ever, the Moran Court was persuaded that "overriding practical con-
siderations counsel against" adopting a rule requiring the police to
give attorney availability information to a suspect.4

Central to the Moran Court's decision was the Court's interpre-
tation of "knowingly and intelligently" to mean simple awareness
and minimal understanding by the suspect of fifth amendment
rights.5 To reach its interpretation, the Moran Court virtually resur-
rected the "old" voluntariness standard developed over fifty years
ago under the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment.6

This Comment contends that, contrary to the Court's holding,
but in agreement with numerous state courts, attorney retention in-
formation is essential for a suspect to effectuate a truly voluntary,
knowing, and intelligent waiver.7 Further, this Comment contends
that a rule requiring police to provide a suspect with attorney

1. 106 S. Ct. 1135 (1986).
2. Id. at 1142.
3. Id. at 1143.
4. Id.
5. Id. at 1142.
6. See infra notes 42-81 and accompanying text. Under the "old" due process

standard, only confessions that were extorted through coercive methods were held to
be involuntary. See infra notes 53-55 and accompanying text. The Supreme Court
used a totality of the circumstances test to determine whether confessions had been
coercively extorted. See infra notes 56-63, 74-78 and accompanying text.

7. See Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1151 n.10 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (citations omitted).
See also Weber v. State, 457 A.2d 674, 685 (Del. 1983) (holding that the failure of police
to inform the suspect of the attorney's retention vitiated the suspect's previous waiver
of counsel); Elfadl v. Maryland, 61 Md. App. 132, , 485 A.2d 275, 280 (1985) (holding
that a specific waiver of counsel terminates once a specific attorney appears on behalf
of the suspect); Dunn v. State, 696 S.W.2d 561 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985), cert. denied, 106
S. Ct. 1478 (1986) (holding that the failure to inform a suspect about the retention of
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retention information should be adopted even if the rule adds only
marginally to Miranda's goal of dispelling the compulsion inherent
in custodial interrogation.8 Thus, this Commment concludes that the
Moran Court's decision was misguided and may prove fatal to the
fundamental procedural safeguards to a suspect's fifth amendment
rights established in Miranda v. Arizona.9

FACTS AND HOLDING

On June 29, 1979, at 3:30 p.m., Brian Burbine was arrested along
with two other men by the Cranston, Rhode Island police depart-
ment in connection with a local burglary.1 0 After learning that
Burbine could be connected to a murder that had occured several
months before, Detective Ferranti of the Cranston police informed
Burbine of his Miranda rights.'" At this point, Burbine refused to
sign a waiver-of-rights form and refused to say anything further.12

At about 6:00 p.m., after obtaining statements from the two other
men implicating Burbine with the murder, Detective Ferranti tele-
phoned the Providence police department and informed the depart-
ment of his discovery.' 3 One hour later, three officers from
Providence arrived for the purpose of questioning Burbine about the
murder.

14

At approximately 7:45 p.m., Burbine's sister called the office of
the public defender to seek legal assistance for Burbine.15 She specif-
ically asked for assistant public defender Richard Casparian, since
Casparian was representing Burbine on a pending charge.16 Cas-
parian, however, was not available; therefore, another public de-
fender, Allegra Munson, was contacted and informed.' 7

Shortly thereafter, Munson called the police station and asked
that she be transferred to the detective division.'8 Speaking to a
detective, Munson asked whether Burbine would be interrogated that
night, and informed the detective that she was Burbine's retained

an attorney is an important factor to be considered in determining the validity of a
waiver).

8. See infra notes 269-74 and accompanying text.
9. 384 U.S. 436 (1966). See inkfra notes 101-125 and accompanying text.

10. Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1138.
11. Id.
12. Id.
13. Id.
14. Id. at 1138-39.
15. Id. at 1139.

16. Id.
17. Id.
18. Id.
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counsel.19 The detective told Munson that Burbine would not be
questioned or put on a lineup, adding that the police were finished
with Burbine for the evening.20 At all relevant times, Burbine was
unaware of his sister's efforts to retain counsel for him, as well as of
the facts and contents of Munson's telephone conversation.2 1

Less than an hour later, the police conducted the first of a series
of interrogations with Burbine regarding the murder. 22 Prior to each
session, Burbine signed a form stating that he understood his right to
the presence of an attorney, and Burbine explicitly stated that he did
not want an attorney called or appointed. 23 Eventually, Burbine
signed three statements admitting to the murder.24

On the basis of his confessions, Burbine was convicted, and ap-
pealed to the Rhode Island Supreme Court.25 A divided court re-
jected Burbine's contention that the fifth and fourteenth
amendments to the Constitution required the suppression of the in-
culpatory statements and affirmed his conviction.26 After unsuccess-
fully petitioning the United States District Court for the District of
Rhode Island for a writ of habeas corpus, 27 Burbine appealed to the
First Circuit Court of Appeals. 28 Reversing Burbine's conviction, the
First Circuit reasoned that by failing to inform Burbine that an attor-
ney had been retained, the police had deprived him of information

19. Id. (quoting State v. Burbine, 451 A.2d 22, 23-24 (R.I. 1982)).
20. Id. (quoting Burbine, 451 A.2d at 23-24).
21. Id.
22. Id.
23. Id.
24. Id. The different courts which have reviewed this case have chosen either to

stress or ignore the details of what went on during Burbine's interrogation and of his
condition during the interrogations, depending on the conclusion the courts sought to
support. See Burbine v. Moran, 753 F.2d 178, 180-81 (1st Cir. 1985) (holding that
Burbine's waiver was invalid, and stressing that he was crying and shaky), rev'd, 106 S.
Ct. 1135 (1986). See also Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1155 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (indicating
that testimony existed to the effect that there was some coercion in the interrogation
room before Burbine decided to waive, and indicating that Burbine was at times inco-
herent during questioning). For the pupose of this Comment, factual details about po-
lice behavior and Burbine's condition during interrogation are not relevant, since these
details relate only marginally to the issue of whether Munson's call and her availabil-
ity constituted information essential for Burbine to intelligently waive his fifth amend-
ment rights.

25. State v. Burbine, 451 A.2d 22 (1982) (3-2 decision), habeas corpus proceeding
sub nom. Burbine v. Moran, 589 F. Supp. 1245 (D.R.I. 1984), rev'd, 753 F.2d 178 (1st Cir.
1985), rev'd, 106 S. Ct. 1135 (1986).

26. Id. at 29.
27. Burbine v. Moran, 589 F. Supp. 1245, 1250-53 (D.R.I. 1984) (holding that the

totality of circumstances showed that neither Burbine's constitutional nor Miranda
rights had been violated by police behavior), rev'd, 753 F.2d 178 (1st Cir. 1985), rev'd,
106 S. Ct. 1135 (1986).

28. Moran, 753 F.2d at 179.
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crucial to his ability to waive his rights knowingly and intelligently.2 9

Thus, the First Circuit interpreted "knowing and intelligent" as re-
quiring the police to inform a suspect of an attorney's retention and
availability before a suspect can validly waive the fifth amendment
right to counsel.30

The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari to decide
"whether a pre-arraignment confession preceeded by an otherwise
valid waiver must be suppressed either because the police mis-
informed an inquiring attorney about their plans concerning the sus-
pect or because they failed to inform the suspect of the attorney's
efforts to reach him."'31 The Court held that failure of the police to
inform Burbine of the attorney's telephone call did not deprive
Burbine of information essential to his ability to knowingly waive his
fifth amendment rights to remain silent and to the presence of coun-
sel.3 2 The Moran Court stated that the inquiry of whether a waiver
is valid has two distinct dimensions:

First the relinquishment of the right must have been
voluntary in the sense that it was the product of a free and
deliberate choice rather than intimidation, coercion or de-
ception. Second, the waiver must have been made with full
awareness both of the nature of the right being abandoned
and the consequences of the decision to abandon it. Only if
the "totality of the circumstances surrounding the interroga-
tion" reveal both an uncoerced choice and the requisite level
of comprehension may a court properly conclude that the
Miranda rights have been waived.33

The Court stated further that events can have no bearing on the
suspect's capacity to "knowingly and intelligently" relinguish consti-
tutional rights if they occur outside of a suspect's presence and are
entirely unknown.34 The majority stressed that "once it is deter-
mined that a suspect's decision not to rely on his rights was un-
coerced, that he at all times knew he could stand mute and request a
lawyer... [then] the analysis is complete and the waiver is valid as a

29. Id. at 185.
30. Id. at 185-88.
31. Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1140. This Comment does not discuss the issue of

whether police can deliberately or negligently misinform attorneys about the status
and whereabouts of their clients. The issue is not whether the lawyer has the ability
to invoke the suspect's rights for the suspect. Instead, the issue in this Comment con-
cerns a suspect's right to be informed before making the decision of whether to waive
rights. See in(fra notes 263-64 and accompanying text.

32. Id. at 1141.
33. Id. (citing Edwards v. Arizona, 451 U.S. 477, 482 (1981); Brewer v. Williams,

430 U.S. 387, 404 (1977)).
34. Id.
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matter of law."'35

Finally, the Court conceded that while a rule requiring police to
inform a suspect of an attorney's efforts to reach him "might add
marginally to Miranda's goal of dispelling the compulsion inherent in
custodial interrogation, overriding practical considerations counsel
against its adoption. e3 6 The Court reasoned that such a rule would
have the consequence of "muddying Miranda's otherwise relatively
clear waters" in terms of informing police, prosecutors, and courts
with specificity regarding the circumstances under which statements
are not admissible.3 7 Moreover, the majority indicated that such a
rule would work a substantial and inappropriate shift in the subtle
balance struck in Miranda between the protection of a suspect's fifth
and fourteenth amendment rights and society's need for effective law
enforcement.3 8 The Court concluded that since "full comprehension
of the rights to remain silent and request an attorney are sufficient to
dispel whatever coercion is inherent in the interrogation process, a
rule requiring the police to inform the suspect of an attorney's efforts
to contact him would contribute to the protection of the fifth amend-
ment privilege only incidentally, if at all."'3 9

Dissenting, Justice Stevens argued that "a plain reading of the
Miranda opinion itself, overwhelmingly support[s] the conclusion...
[that] a suspect's waiver of his right to counsel is invalid if police re-
fuse to inform the suspect of his counsel's communications. '40 More-
over, the dissenting opinion stressed that the information withheld
from Burbine bore "directly on the right to counsel that police are
asking the suspect to waive."'41

BACKGROUND

PRE-MIRANDA WAIVER STANDARDS: THE "OLD" VOLUNTARINESS

TEST UNDER THE DUE PROCESS CLAUSE OF THE FOURTEENTH

AMENDMENT

In the early confession cases, the United States Supreme Court
employed a "flexible interpretative approach" when determining
whether to hold confessions admissible.42 The Court expressed the
standard in terms of natural and fundamental precepts of justice and

35. Id. at 1142 (footnote omitted).
36. Id. at 1143.
37. Id.
38. Id. at 1144.
39. Id.
40. Id. at 1160 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
41. Id. at 1160 n.42 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
42. Grano, Voluntariness, Free Will, and the Law of Confessions, 65 VA. L. REV.

859, 892 (1979).
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liberty, those precepts "inherent in every concept of a fair trial that
could be acceptable to the thought of reasonable [people]. '43 In de-
termining what rights were fundamental under the due process
clause of the fourteenth amendment, the Court often referred to "na-
tional traditions" of what was just and fair.44 The Court spoke about
those principles that were "so rooted in the traditions and conscience
of our people as to be ranked as fundamental. '45 Using this natural
law, fundamental fairness standard, the Court applied the due pro-
cess clause to preclude a state from convicting a defendant in a pro-
ceeding dominated by an antagonistic mob,46 to reverse a conviction
based on the prosecution's use of testimony known to be perjured,47

and, in some cases, to require the state to appoint effective counsel.48

Extensive Supreme Court consideration of state confession cases
in the context of due process began with Brown v. Mississippi.49 The
Brown Court stated that a "state is free to regulate the procedure of
its courts... unless in so doing it 'offends some principle of justice so
rooted in the traditions and conscience of our people as to be ranked
as fundamental.' ,,50 Additionally, the Court indicated that "state ac-
tion ... shall be consistent with the fundamental principles of liberty
and justice which lie at the base of all our civil and political institu-
tions. '51 The Court concluded that extracting confessions and con-
victing defendants by means of torture-like procedures and
extremely coercive atmospheres was "revolting" even to the most ru-
dimentary sense of justice and was a clear denial of due process of
law.

52

Initially, the Court's decisions emphasizing due process in this
area held that due process was violated by the admission into evi-
dence of confessions that were compelled or coerced by physical

43. Snyder v. Massachusetts, 291 U.S. 97, 122 (1934).
44. Grano, supra note 42, at 892.
45. Snyder, 291 U.S. at 105.
46. Moore v. Dempsey, 261 U.S. 86, 90-91 (1923) (holding that a conviction ob-

tained by means of a trial dominated by an antagonistic mob is without due process of
law and absolutely void).

47. Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S. 103, 112 (1935) (holding that a conviction pro-
cured solely by the prosecuter's use of testimony known to be perjured is without due
process of law and in violation of the fourteenth amendment).

48. Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 71 (1932) (holding that the failure of the trial
court to make effective appointment of counsel to assist defendants charged with capi-
tal offenses was a denial of due process of law).

49. 297 U.S. 278, 286 (1936). See M. EISENSTEIN, S. ALLEN, & D. WINSTON, CRIMI-
NAL DEFENSE TECHNIQUES § 3.03, at 3-9 (1986) [hereinafter M. EISENSTEIN].

50. Brown, 297 U.S. at 285 (quoting Snyder, 291 U.S. at 105; Rogers v. Peck, 199
U.S. 425, 434 (1905)).

51. Id. at 286 (quoting Hebert v. Louisiana, 272 U.S. 312, 316 (1926)).
52. Id.

[Vol. 20
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abuse 53 or by isolation.54 In those decisions, the Court emphasized
that coercion induced false and unreliable confessions. 55 Gradually,
the Court came to rely less upon whether the confession was reliable
and more upon whether, given the totality of the circumstances, the
confession could be said to be voluntary. 56 In a series of decisions,
the Court pointed out some factors that should be weighed in consid-
ering the totality of circumstances upon which a decision as to volun-
tariness was to be predicated.5 7 Among those factors were: the age
of the accused,58 the accused's education and intelligence,59 the condi-
tions under which the interrogation took place,60 the physical and
mental condition of the accused,61 the inducements, methods, and
strategems used to persuade the accused to confess,6 2 and the extent
to which the police used deceit and trickery while questioning the

53. See id. 281. In Brown, the black defendant was accused of murder. He denied
the accusation. "Upon his denial, [a group of white men] seized him, and with the par-
ticipation of the deputy they hanged him by a rope to the limb of a tree, and having let
him down, they hung him again .... Id. The defendant was hung a third time and
whipped until he finally acceded to confess. Id.

54. See, e.g., Ashcraft v. Tennessee, 322 U.S. 143, 148-53 (1940) (reversing a convic-
tion in which the defendant was held incommunicado for thirty-six hours, during
which time, without sleep or rest, the defendant was interrogated by relays of officers
and investigators); Ward v. Texas, 316 U.S. 547, 549 (1942) (reversing a conviction on
evidence that the defendant was "arrested without a warrant, taken from his home
town, driven for three days from county to county .. . questioned continuously, and
beaten, whipped and burned by the officer to whom the confession was finally made.");
White v. Texas, 310 U.S. 530, 531-33 (1940) (reversing a conviction requiring the isola-
tion of the defendant from friends, relatives, and lawyers and repeated whippings in
the woods); Chambers v. Florida, 309 U.S. 227, 238-41 (1940) (reversing a conviction in
which defendants were repeatedly questioned for a week in isolation from friends and
attorneys and under circumstances calculated to inspire terror).

55. See Brown, 297 U.S. at 287 (reversing a conviction based on coerced confes-
sions when no other evidence existed upon which conviction and sentence could be
based). See cases cited supra notes 53-54.

56. M. EISENSTEIN, supra note 49, at § 3.03, at 3-9.
57. See infra notes 58-63 and accompanying text. See generally 19 AM. JUR.

P.O.F. Waiver Under the Miranda Decision §§ 24-39, at 43-68 (1967) (providing a de-
tailed explanation of factors both before and after Miranda).

58. Haley v. Ohio, 332 U.S. 596, 599-600 (1948) (excluding a confession obtained
from a fifteen-year-old boy after five hours of incommunicado interrogation).

59. Townsend v. Sain, 372 U.S. 293, 303 (1963) (reversing a conviction because,
among other things, the defendant was a "near mental defective and just a little above
moron").

60. Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391, 396 n.3 (1963) (granting habeas corpus relief to a de-
fendant convicted by way of a confession elicited after continued and coercive
interrogation).

61. Blackburn v. Alabama, 361 U.S. 199, 207 (1960) (holding the defendant's con-
fession inadmissible because a strong probability existed that the defendant was insane
and incompetent when he allegedly confessed).

62. Lynumn v. Illinois, 372 U.S. 528, 534 (1963) (reversing a conviction where the
defendant confessed only after the police told her that the defendant's children would
be taken away from her).
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suspect.
63

Ultimately, voluntariness became the measure of admissibility of
confessions. In Rogers v. Richmond,64 the Court stated:

To be sure, confessions cruelly extorted may and have been,
to an unascertained extent, found to be untrustworthy. But
the constitutional principle of excluding confessions that are
not voluntary does not rest on this consideration. Indeed, in
many of the cases in which the command of the Due Process
Clause has compelled us to reverse state convictions involv-
ing the use of confessions obtained by impermissible meth-
ods, independent corroborating evidence left little doubt of
the truth of what the defendant had confessed.65

Consistent with its general and flexible approach, the Court did
not precisely articulate in subsequent decisions what factors rendered
a confession involuntary or what policies supported the exclusion of
involuntary confessions. 66 The Court's opinions condemned "over-
bearing the will" as determined by the "totality of the circum-
stances." 67 The Court reasoned that "overbearing the will" was
fundamentally unfair and that "ours is an accusatorial and not an in-
quisitorial system. '68

Explaining the meaning of the overborne-will test, Justice
Frankfurter's majority opinion in Columbe v. Connecticut6 9

instructed:

The ultimate test remains that which has been the only
clearly established test in Anglo-American courts for two
hundred years; the test of voluntariness. Is the confession
the product of an essentially free and unconstrained choice
by its maker? If it is, he was willed to confess, it may be
used against him. If it is not, if his will has been overborne
and his capacity for self-determination critically impaired,
the use of his confession offends due process.70

In his Columbe opinion, Justice Frankfurter also identified two
competing policies: first, that "questioning suspects is indispensable
in law enforcement" and therefore, "whatever reasonable means are

63. Haynes v. Washington, 373 U.S. 503, 504-13 (1963) (holding a confession inad-
missible because it was made while the defendant was held incommunicado and where
the police promised the suspect that he could call his wife upon cooperating with the
police).

64. 365 U.S. 534 (1961).
65. Id. at 541.
66. Schulhofer, Confessions and the Court, 79 MICH. L. REV. 865, 867 (1981).
67. Id. See also Columbe v. Connecticut, 367 U.S. 568, 602 (1961) (holding a con-

fession inadmissible by using and explaining the "overborne wills" test).
68. Rogers v. Richmond, 365 U.S. 534, 541 (1961).
69. 367 U.S. 568, 602 (1961).
70. Id.

[Vol. 20
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needed to make the questioning effective must also be conceded to
the police";71 but second, that "the terrible engine of the criminal law
is not to be used to overreach individuals who stand helpless against
it." '72 Accordingly, Justice Frankfurter explained the voluntariness
standard as an effort to strike a balance between these two compet-
ing interests.

73

In determining whether the suspect's will was overborne, courts
were to look at the totality of circumstances surrounding the confes-
sion.7 4 In Johnson v. Zerbst,75 the Court faced the issue of when a
waiver of constitutional rights has been validly, that is voluntarily,
effectuated.76 In an often-quoted passage, the Johnson court found:

"[C]ourts indulge every reasonable presumption against
waiver" of fundamental constitutional rights and.., we "do
not presume acquiescence in the loss of fundamental rights."
A waiver is ordinarily an intentional relinquishment or
abandonment of a known right or privilege. The determina-
tion of whether there has been an intelligent waiver of the
right to counsel must depend, in each case, upon the particu-
lar facts and circumstances surrounding that case, including
the background, experience, and conduct of the accused.77

Under this test, if the evidence indicated that the confession was
the product of psychological coercion, physical harm, promises or in-
ducements, trickery, or if there existed other factors which justified

71. Id. at 578-79.
72. Id. at 581.
73. Id. at 578-87. In fact, most of the controversy regarding suspects' rights cen-

ters on how this balance should be struck. In the recent case of Oregon v. Elastad, 105
S. Ct. 1285 (1985), Justice Brennan, dissenting, stated:

The Court's decision today vividly reflects its impatience with the consti-
tutional rights that the authorities attack as standing in the way of combating
crime. But the States that adopted the Bill of Rights struck that balance and
it is not for this Court to balance the Bill of Rights away on a cost/benefit
scale "where the 'costs' of excluding illegally obtained evidence loom to exag-
gerated heights and where the 'benefits' of such exclusion are made to disap-
pear with a mere wave of the hand." It is pecisely in that vein, however, that
the Court emphasizes that the subsequent confession in this case was "volun-
tary" and "highly probative evidence," that application of the derivative-evi-
dence presumption would cause the confession to be "irretrievably lost," and
that such a result would come at an impermissibly "high cost to legitimate law
enforcement activity."

Id. at 1321 (citations omitted).
74. See infra notes 75-81 and accompanying text.
75. 304 U.S. 458 (1938). Johnson is a case involving the sixth amendment right to

counsel; its "totality of circumstances" standard regarding waiver of rights, however,
has been applied to waivers of fifth amendment rights as well. See also Edwards v.
Arizona, 451 U.S. 477, 482 (1981) (indicating that waivers of counsel must constitute a
knowing and intelligent relinquishment of a known right as determined by the totality
of circumstances).

76. Johnson, 304 U.S. at 463-64.
77. Id. at 464 (citations omitted).

1986]
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not accepting the confession as voluntary, then the confession was
ruled involuntary and thus, inadmissible.78 A Miranda-type advi-
sory7 9 was deemed a significant, but not a determinative factor in
considering the voluntariness of confessions80 and was recognized in
some of the Court's decisions dealing with the voluntariness
standard.8 '

Because of several basic problems, commentators have exten-
sively criticized the voluntariness standard.8 2 First, this standard left
police without needed guidelines on how to act and how far to go
when interrogating a suspect.8 3 As stated by Professor Stephen J.
Schulhofer, "because of its vagueness and its insistence on assessing

78. Turner v. Pennsylvania, 338 U.S. 62, 63-66 (1949) (holding inadmissible a con-
fession obtained by means of continuous incommunicado interrogation of the accused);
Malinski v. New York, 324 U.S. 401, 404 (1945) (holding that if all the attendant cir-
cumstances indicate that the confession was coerced, then the confession cannot be
used against the defendant); Brown v. Mississippi, 297 U.S. 278, 281 (1936) (holding
inadmissible a confession obtained by means of physical torture). See supra notes 58-
63. See generally 19 AM. JUR. P.O.F. Waiver of Rights Under Miranda § 22, at 39-40
(1967) (explaining what confessions were held inadmissible under the totality of cir-
cumstances doctrine).

79. Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 444 (1966). See infra notes 97-101 and ac-
companying text.

80. Davis v. North Carolina, 384 U.S. 737, 740 (1966) (holding that failure to in-
form a defendant of rights was in itself insufficient to render a confession involuntary,
and holding that such failure is a factor among others to be taken into consideration in
determining the voluntariness of a confession); Haynes v. Washington, 373 U.S. 503,
516-17 (1963) (indicating that the failure to inform a suspect of rights is part of the at-
tendant circumstances that must be considered in determining voluntariness of confes-
sions); Payne v. Arkansas, 356 U.S. 560, 567 (1958) (indicating that failure to inform a
suspect of rights must be taken into account in determing voluntariness of confession).

81. See, e.g., Haynes v. Washington, 373 U.S. 503, 510-11 (1963) (holding a confes-
sion inadmissible given the totality of circumstances, one of which was that the defend-
ant was not informed of his rights prior to confessing); Columbe v. Connecticut, 367
U.S. 568, 609-10 (1961) (holding a confession inadmissible given the totality of circum-
stances when the defendant was questioned for five days without ever being informed
of his rights); Turner v. Pennsylvania, 338 U.S. 62, 64 (1949) (holding a confession in-
adissible because, among other things, the defendant was not informed of his rights).

82. See Grano, supra note 42, at 868-91 (examining the difficult conceptual foun-
dations of voluntariness debate); Kamisar, A Dissent From the Miranda Dissents:
Some Comments on the "New" Fifth Amendment and the Old "Voluntariness" Test, 65
MICH. L. REV. 55, 94-104 (1966) (indicating that the view that the voluntariness test ef-
fectively protects suspects is questionable); Kamisar, What is an "Involuntary" Con-
fession? Some Comments on Indau and Reid's Criminal Interrogation and
Confessions, 17 RUTGERS L. REV. 728, 745-47 (1963) (indicating that the voluntariness
terminology is "loose," "unrevealing," and "misleading"); Schulhofer, supra note 66, at
868-78 (indicating that the due process test was elusive and inherently unworkable);
Note, Criminal Law-Failure to Request Counsel; Waiver-Miranda Per Se Exclusion
of Confessions Obtained in Absence of Counsel No Longer Applicable: Waiver of
Counsel Determined on Basis of Totality of Circumstances, 56 N.D.L. REV. 259, 261
(1980) (concluding that "the central difficulty in the confessions cases decided under
the fourteenth amendment was a pervasive ambiguity involving the rationale requiring
exclusion of coerced confessions.").

83. Schulhofer, supra note 66, at 869.
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the 'totality of circumstances,' the voluntariness standard gave no
guidance to police officers seeking to ascertain what questioning tac-
tics they could use."'8 4 Police had to stand on guard as to the ad hoc
point at which a suspect's will could be overborne.8 5 In other words,
the standard was ambiguous in that it did not inform police with
specificity regarding available alternatives to be used in conducting
custodial interrogation.8 6

The above-stated problem led to a second difficulty: the standard
impaired the legitimacy of judicial review.8 7 Commentators have as-
serted that if the standard failed to give guidelines to police, a neces-
sary consequence was that the standard could not give guidelines to
courts regarding when to hold a confession voluntary or involun-
tary.8 8 Consequently, this lack of guidance led to an ad hoc due pro-
cess approach that was subject to different outcomes, since judges
"were virtually invited to give weight to their subjective preferences
when performing the elusive task of balancing" and weighing the to-
tality of the circumstances.8 9

Another important defect asserted by commentators is that the
application of the standard was "fatally dependent upon resolution of
the swearing contest." 90 Since no one other than the accused and the
police is present during custodial interrogation, judges had to decide
on the relative credibility of the testimony of the police and the ac-
cused, with the police obviously receiving more credibility. 91

84. Id.
85. Id.
86. See supra notes 82-85 and accompanying text.
87. Schulhofer, supra note 66, at 869-70.
88. Id.
89. Id. at 870. See New York v. Quarles, 104 S. Ct. 2626, 2648-49 (1984). In

Quarles, Justice Marshall dissented from the Court's conclusion that police officers
can and will almost instinctively distinguish between questions necessary to secure the
safety of both the police and the public, and from the "public safety" exception in Mi-
randa, which was perfected by the Court in Quarles:

The Fifth Amendment prohibits compelled self-incrimination. As the Court
has explained on numerous occasions, this prohibition is the mainstay of our
adversarial system of criminal justice. Not only does it protect us against the
inherent unreliability of compelled testimony, but it also insures that criminal
investigations will be conducted with integrity and that the judiciary will
avoid the taint of official lawlessness .... The policies underlying the Fifth
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination are not diminished simply be-
cause testimony is compelled to protect the public's safety. The majority
should not be permitted to elude the Amendment's absolute prohibition sim-
ply by calculating special costs that arise when the public's safety is at issue.
Indeed, were constitutional adjudication always conducted in such an ad hoc
manner, the Bill of Rights would be a most unreliable protector of individual
liberties.

Id. (emphasis added) (footnote omitted) (citation omitted).
90. Schulhofer, supra note 66, at 870.
91. Id. at 870-71.
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A particularly relevant defect of the voluntariness standard was
that it permitted considerable interrogation pressure, and, conse-
quently, the weak were more easily manipulated.92  Professor
Schulhofer has stated that "the conception of voluntariness indirectly
encouraged police to pressure suspects because it viewed police ef-
forts to persuade a reticent suspect to talk as legitimate and highly
desirable. '93 Precisely because the voluntariness standard permitted
substantial pressure, unsophisticated suspects and people who were
not aware of their rights were most susceptible to these pressures.94

Finally, although the due process voluntariness standard was easily
applied in cases involving statements given under threats or physical
violence, the standard was extremely problematic when subtle psy-
chological pressures were involved.95 Leaving no visible scars, psy-
chological pressures made difficult the determination of whether the
resulting confessions were truly voluntary.9 6

The voluntariness-totality of circumstances standard is still ap-
plied by the Court to determine the validity of confessions in circum-
stances in which Miranda does not apply.97 For example, Miranda
does not apply to police questioning of suspects not in custody9" and
to questioning by private parties, even when suspects are in custody-
like situations.99 Further, a Miranda objection is unavailable when
statements elicited in violation of Miranda are used only to impeach
a defendant's testimony at trial.10 0 In these situations, the due pro-
cess voluntariness standard is used to determine whether a confes-
sion is admissible.101

92. Id. at 871-72. See also Miranda, 384 U.S. at 464-65 (footnote omitted) (stating
that "[t]he voluntariness doctrine in the state cases ... encompasses all interrogation
practices which are likely to exert such pressure upon an individual as to disable him
from making a free and rational choice.").

93. Schulhofer, supra note 66, at 871 (footnote omitted).
94. Id. at 871-72.
95. See Note, supra note 82, at 262.
96. Id.
97. See infra notes 98-101 and accompanying text.
98. See Oregon v. Mathiason, 429 U.S. 492, 494-95 (1977) (stating that Miranda did

not apply when the defendant voluntarily went to the police station, was not placed
under arrest, and gave a statement).

99. See, e.g., United States v. Antonelli, 434 F.2d 335, 337-38 (2d Cir. 1970) (holding
that the fifth amendment privilege against self incrimination does not require private
citizens to give a constitutional warning); Commonwealth v. Mahnke, 368 Mass. 662, ,
335 N.E.2d 660, 669-70 (1975) (indicating that the Miranda rules do not extend to the
activities of private citizens), cert. denied sub num., Mahnke v. Massachusetts, 425 U.S.
959 (1976).

100. See Harris v. New York, 401 U.S. 222, 224 (1971) (stating that "[i]t does not
follow from Miranda that evidence inadmissible against an accused in the prosecu-
tion's case in chief is barred for all purposes.").

101. See supra notes 42-81 and accompanying text.
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MIRANDA WAIVER STANDARDS AND THE INTELLIGENT WAIVER

REQUIREMENT

The case of Escobedo v. Illinois'0 2 foreshadowed the Supreme
Court decision of Miranda v. Arizona.10 3 In Escobedo, the Court
held:

[Wlhere, as here, the investigation is no longer a general in-
quiry into an unsolved crime but has begun to focus on a
particular suspect, the suspect has been taken into police
custody, the police carry out a process of interrogations that
lends itself to eliciting incriminating statements, the suspect
has requested and been denied an opportunity to consult
with his lawyer, and the police have not effectively warned
him of his absolute constitutional right to remain silent, the
accused has been denied "the Assistance of Counsel" in vio-
lation of the Sixth Amendment to the Constitution... and
that no statement elicited by the police during interrogation
may be used against him at criminal trial. '10 4

The Court's holding in Escobedo gave rise to various difficult
questions which created great controversy, as both federal and state
courts arrived at different conclusions in assessing Escobedo's impli-
cations.' 05 It must be stated, however, that at least the following was
clear after Escobedo: "Our Constitution, unlike some others, strikes
the balance in favor of the right of the accused to be advised by his
lawyer of his privilege against self-incrimination.' 10 6

In Miranda, the Court answered all questions in favor of the sus-
pect.10 7 Miranda established more concrete guidelines for custodial
interrogations in an attempt to guarantee suspects their fifth amend-
ment rights against self-incrimination. 08 Rather than focusing on

102. 378 U.S. 478 (1964). Although Escobedo was originally decided as a sixth
amendment case, "the Court in retrospect perceived that the 'prime purpose' of Esco-
bedo was not to vindicate the constitutional right to counsel as such, but, like Miranda,
'to guarantee full effectuation of the privilege against self-incrimination.'" Kirby v. Il-
linois, 406 U.S. 682, 689 (1972) (quoting Johnson v. New Jersey, 384 U.S. 719, 729
(1966)).

103. 384 U.S. 436 (1966).
104. Escobedo, 378 U.S. at 490-91.
105. Miranda, 384 U.S. at 440. Compare United States v. Children, 347 F.2d 448,

450 (7th Cir. 1965) (indicating that in order for the Escobedo rationale to apply, the sus-
pect must first make a request for counsel) and United States ex rel. Kemp v. Pate, 240
F. Supp. 696, 707 (N.D. Ill.) (holding that for the Escobedo rationale to apply, the sus-
pect must have been advised of the right to counsel), affd, 319 F.2d 749 (7th Cir. 1965)
with Colling v. Beto, 348 F.2d 823, 827-32 (5th Cir. 1965) (holding that a suspect's re-
quest for counsel was not necessary for Escobedo to apply) and Faulkner v. United
States, 240 F. Supp. 198, 200-01 (E.D. Va. 1965) (holding that advising the suspect of the
right to counsel was not necessary for Escobedo to apply).

106. Escobedo, 378 U.S. at 488.
107. Miranda, 384 U.S. at 442-45.
108. Id. at 444. The Miranda Court stated:
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the facts of particular cases, Miranda established universally applica-
ble guidelines.10 9 Currently, informing suspects of their rights prior
to interrogation is the determinative factor in holding confessions
admissible. 110

It is evident from the language of the Miranda opinion that the
Court believed that the new procedures were protected by the Con-
stitution."' The Miranda Court stressed:

It is impossible for us to foresee the potential alterna-
tives for protecting the privilege against [self- incrimination]
which might be devised by Congress or the States in the ex-
ercise of their creative rule-making capacities. Therefore we
cannot say that the Constitution necessarily requires adher-
ence to any particular solution for the inherent compulsions
of the interrogation process as it is presently conducted. Our
decision in no way creates a constitutional straitjacket which
will handicap sound efforts at reform, nor is it intended to
have this effect. We encourage Congress and the States to

The prosecution may not use statements, whether exculpatory or inculpatory,
stemming from custodial interrogation of the defendant unless it demon-
strates the use of procedural safeguards effective to secure the privilege
against self-incrimination .... As for the procedural safeguards to be em-
ployed, unless other fully effective means are devised to inform accused per-
sons of their right of silence and to assure a continuing opportunity to
exercise it, the following measures are required. Prior to any questioning, the
person must be warned he has a right to remain silent, that any statement he
does make may be used as evidence against him, and that he has a right to the
presence of an attorney, either retained or appointed. The defendant may
waive effectuation of these rights, provided the waiver is made voluntarily,
knowingly and intelligently.

Id.
109. Id. at 467.
110. Id. at 467-68. Only if the suspect is aware of his rights can there be a volun-

tary, knowing, and intelligent waiver. Id. at 468. As the Court stated: "[F]or those un-
aware of the privilege, the warning is needed simply to make them aware of it-the
threshold requirement for an intelligent decision as to its exercise." Id.

111. Id. at 467. In recent years, the Court has concluded that the Miranda rules
are prophylactic rules. Consequently, a violation of Miranda does not necessarily
mean that the Constitution has been violated. Further, the Court has created excep-
tions to the Miranda decision. See New York v. Quarles, 104 S. Ct. 2626, 2630-34 (1984)
(holding that the Miranda warnings are not constitutionally protected, and that the
police may make an on-the-spot decision to determine whether public safety considera-
tions outweigh individual rights); Michigan v. Tucker, 417 U.S. 433, 439-36 (1974) (hold-
ing that although police conduct was in violation of Miranda, it was not in violation of
the fifth amendment right against self-incrimination); Harris v. New York, 401 U.S.
222, 224-25 (1971) (beginning the retreat from Miranda; holding that a suspect's incul-
patory statement made after defective Miranda warnings were given was admissible at
trial for impeachment purposes). In Oregon v. Elstad, 105 S. Ct. 1285, 1293-94 (1985),
the Court held that if errors are made by law enforcement officers in administering
the prophylactic Miranda procedures, the errors should not breed the same irremedia-
ble consequences as police infringement of the fifth amendment itself. Furthermore,
contrary to Miranda, the Elstad Court concluded that absent deliberately coercive or
improper tactics in obtaining the initial statement, a suspect's unwarned admission
does not warrant a presumption of compulsion. Id.
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continue their laudable search for increasingly effective
ways of protecting the rights of the individual while promot-
ing efficient enforcement of our criminal laws. However, un-
less we are shown other procedures which are at least as
effective in appraising accused persons of their right of si-
lence and in assuring a continuing opportunity to exercise
it, the following safeguards must be observed.112

A plain reading of this passage indicates that the procedures man-
dated by the Court in Miranda are constitutionally protected and
shall be the law unless and until Congress or the states devise proce-
dures that are at least as effective as those in Miranda.113

The Miranda Court emphasized that modern in-custody interro-
gation practices are psychologically oriented1 4 and inherently com-
pulsive.115 The Court believed that informing suspects of their rights
was indispensable in overcoming the inherent pressures of the inter-
rogation atmosphere.116

Because of the inherently coercive atmosphere of police stations
and the great importance of protecting a suspect's fifth amendment
rights, the Miranda Court established strict standards for waiver of
those rights. 1 7 The Court stated that for a waiver of rights to be
valid, the waiver must be exercised voluntarily, knowingly, and intel-
ligently.118 The Court emphasized that "this Court has always set
high standards of proof for the waiver of constitutional rights.., and
we reassert these standards as applied to in-custody interrogation." 119

Among the guidelines set out by the Court to determine the validity
of a waiver are: first, that failure to request a lawyer does not consti-
tute a waiver and must be specificially made; 20 second, that the gov-
ernment retains a heavy burden of proving a knowing and intelligent
waiver of rights by the defendant;12' and third, that a waiver will not

112. Miranda, 384 U.S. at 467 (emphasis added).
113. Id.
114. Miranda, 384 U.S. at 467. The Court described the interrogation procedures

used by modern police departments as involving subtle and not-so-subtle psychological
pressures on suspects. Id. at 442-58.

115. Id. at 457-58.
116. Id. at 467-68.
117. See infra notes 118-25 and accompanying text.
118. Miranda, 384 U.S. at 444.
119. Id. at 475. See also Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 464 (1938) (indicating that

"'courts indulge every reasonable presumption against waiver' of fundamental consti-
tutional rights and that we 'do not presume acquiescence in the loss of fundamental
rights.' ") (quoting Aetna Ins. Co. v. Kennedy, 301 U.S. 389, 393 (1937); Hodges v. Eas-
ton, 106 U.S. 408, 412 (1882) and Ohio Bell Tel. Co. v. Public Util. Comm'n, 301 U.S.
292, 307 (1937)).

120. Miranda, 384 U.S. at 470.
121. Id. at 475. The state is responsible for establishing the isolated circumstances

under which interrogation takes place. Thus, the state has the only means of making
available evidence that the warnings were given. Id.
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be presumed from the silence of the accused. 122

In addition, the Miranda Court reaffirmed the definition of
waiver established in Johnson v. Zerbst.123 In Johnson, the Court de-
fined waiver as "an intentional relinquishment or abandonment of a
known right or privilege."' 24 Thus, for the authorities to prove
waiver in a particular case, they would have to prove, first, that the
police gave the suspect a rights advisory and second, that the accused
voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently waived those rights. 125

Analogous to the old due process standard,126 courts continue to
look to the totality of circumstances to determine whether a waiver
has been voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently made. 127 Since Mi-
randa reaffirmed the Johnson standard of waiver,128 the Miranda re-
quirement that a waiver be knowingly made was not new.129 For a
suspect to knowingly waive fifth amendment rights, it is merely re-
quired that the suspect be aware of the ability to exercise those
rights. 130 Thus, the Miranda requirement of informing suspects of
their rights has become the determinative factor in establishing
whether the waiver was knowingly made, as distinguished from being
one among many factors. 131 Because of these similarities with the

122. Id. The Court has recently held that an express statement of waiver is not
invariably necessary to support a finding that the defendant waived the right to coun-
sel guaranteed by Miranda. North Carolina v. Butler, 441 U.S. 369, 372-75 (1979). Con-
sequently, an express statement that a suspect is willing to make a statement, followed
closely by a statement, could constitute a waiver. See id.

123. 304 U.S. 458, 464 (1938). See supra note 77 and accompanying text.
124. Johnson, 304 U.S. at 464.
125. Durfee, North Carolina v. Butler: Waiver of Rights During Custodial Interro-

gating, 11 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 245, 249 (1979-80).
126. See supra notes 42-100 and accompanying text.
127. See Miranda, 384 U.S. at 476. The Miranda Court stated:

Whatever the testimony of the authorities as to waiver of rights by an ac-
cused, the fact of lengthy interrogation or incommunicado incarceration
before a statement is made is strong evidence that the accused did not validly
waive his rights. In these circumstances the fact that the individual eventu-
ally made a statement is consistent with the conclusion that the compelling
influence of the interrogation finally forced him to do so. It is inconsistent
with any notion of a voluntary relinquishment of the privilege. Moreover, any
evidene that the accused was threatened, tricked, or cajoled into a waiver will,
of course, show that the defendant did not voluntarily [knowingly or intelli-
gently] waive his privilege.

Id. See also Edwards v. Arizona, 451 U.S. 477, 482 (1981) (stating that "[it is reasonably
clear under our cases that waivers of counsel must not only be voluntary, but must
also constitute a knowing and intelligent relinquishment or abandonment of a known
right or privilege as determined by the totality of circumstnaces.").

128. See supra notes 123-25 and accompanying text.
129. See Johnson, 304 U.S. at 464.
130. Miranda, 384 U.S. at 444. See generally 19 AM. JUR. P.O.F. Waiver of Rights

Under Miranda §§ 29-30, at 52-55 (1967).
131. Miranda, 384 U.S. at 444-45. Contra notes 80-81 and accompanying text (stat-

ing that a Miranda advisory was a significant but not a determinative factor in consid-
ering the voluntariness of a confession).
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old due process analysis, one commentator has concluded that in Mi-
randa, the Court "simply reintroduced in slightly modified form, the
inquiry into 'voluntariness.' ,132

The Miranda "intelligent" waiver requirement has been contro-
versial.133 A narrow reading of "intelligent" only suggests that the
in-custody suspect must understand the available options before
waiving any rights. 3 4 Courts applying a narrow definition of "intelli-
gent" determine the validity of a waiver on a case-by-case basis, rea-
soning that the explicit Miranda warnings are sufficient to appraise
an in-custody suspect of available options.'8 5 If such a narrow defini-
tion is followed, the requirement of "intelligent" is no different from
the requirement of "knowing."'13 6

Alternatively, a broad definition of "intelligent" would require
not only that the defendant know of the available options, but also
that the defendant be given additional relevant information. 137 This
additional information should increase the suspect's understanding of
the legal consequences of confessing.138 In other words, the suspect

132. Schulhofer, supra note 66, at 880. Professor Schulhofer stated:
It is more difficult to find virtue in Miranda's response to the problems of

appellate review under the voluntariness test. Of course, the new questions
about whether "custodial interrogation" had occurred and whether proper
warnings had been given were much more focused than the voluntariness in-
quiry and did not invite a balancing of subjective attitudes about the need for
vigorous law enforcement. But the issue that normally arises next-whether
a proper waiver had been obtained-was destined from the beginning to be at
the heart of the system of safeguards, and here the Court simply reintro-
duced, in slightly modified form, the inquiry into "voluntariness." The Court
provided a few pointers, but the issue was defined primarily in terms of an
unfocused assessment of the suspect's subjective state of mind under all the
circumstances.

Id. at 879-80. See Grano, Voluntariness, Free Will, and The Law of Confessions, 65 VA.
L. REv. 859, 863 (1979). Professor Grano stated:

Even when the Court shifted constitutional gears to the fifth amendment in
Miranda, it continued to address the question of compulsion in the same ab-
stract terms of "free choice," "unfettered choices," and "overborne wills." Not
suprisingly, therefore, the law of confessions remains in many respects as per-
plexing today as it was under the due process voluntariness doctrine.

Id. (footnotes omitted).
133. Note, Criminal Procedure-Waiver of Miranda Rights-State v. Carter and

North Carolina v. Butler, 16 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 219, 223 (1980).
134. Id.
135. Id. See United States v. Anderson, 533 F.2d 1210, 1212 n.3 (D.C. Cir. 1976)

(holding that Miranda warnings alone were sufficient for a valid waiver although the
defendant might not have answered if informed of the precise nature of the charges);
Collins v. Brierly, 492 F.2d 735, 738 (3d Cir.) (rejecting the defendant's claim that his
waiver was not intelligent, and reasoning that Miranda established no specific provi-
sions requiring a warning to the defendant of the charges for which he was held), cert.
denied, 419 U.S. 877 (1974).

136. See supra notes 125-28 and accompanying text.
137. Note, supra note 133, at 223 (footnotes omitted).
138. Id. See also Schenk v. Ellsworth, 293 F. Supp. 26, 29 (D. Mont. 1968) (holding
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must be provided with additional information that could substantially
affect the decision of whether and when to waive those rights. Of
course, any rule requiring the police to give additional information
should not upset the careful balance that must exist between the
competing policies of effective law enforcement and the protection of
individual rights by placing an unreasonable burden on police
officers.

139

In the recent case of Oregon v. Elstad,140 the Supreme Court
opted for the narrow definition of "intelligent.' 41 In Elstad, John
Elstad made incriminating statements without first being warned of
his constitutional rights as required by Miranda.142 After being
warned of his rights, Elstad decided to waive his rights and con-
fessed.143 On the basis of his confession, Elstad was convicted of first
degree burglary. 44 Elstad then appealed his conviction to the Ore-
gon Court of Appeals, arguing, among other things, that his confes-
sion should be suppressed, since he was unaware that his pre-
Miranda warning statement could not be used against him.145 Specif-
ically, Elstad argued that an additional warning should have been
given, informing him that his first confession was inadmissible. 146

Nevertheless, the Elstad Court affirmed the conviction, holding
that the police did not need to tell the suspect before he waived his
rights that his previous confession or incriminating statements were
inadmissible. 147 The Court rejected Elstad's suggestion that an addi-
tional warning should have been given, and found Elstad's suggestion
"neither practicable nor constitutionally necessary.... The standard
Miranda warnings inform the suspect of his right to consult a lawyer
before speaking.' 148 The Court further stated:

that in order for a suspect to intelligently exercise the right to counsel, the suspect
must first be advised as to the reason for detention and questioning).

139. See supra notes 71-73 and accompanying text.
140. 105 S. Ct. 1285 (1985).
141. Id. at 1296-97.
142. Id. at 1289.
143. Id.
144. Id.
145. Id. at 1290. The Oregon Court of Appeals reversed Elstad's conviction on

other grounds. The state then petitioned the Supreme Court of Oregon for review, but
review was declined. Subsequently, the United States Supreme Court granted certio-
rari. Id.

146. Id. at 1297-98. The Court's discussion of other legal issues in Elstad is beyond
the scope of this Comment.

147. Id. at 1296. See United v. Washington, 431 U.S. 181, 188 (1977) (holding that
"Miranda does not require that any additional warning be given simply because the
suspect is a potential defendant.").

148. Elstad, 105 S. Ct. at 1297. The Court stated further that "police officers are ill
equipped to pinch-hit for counsel, construing the murky and difficult questions of
when 'custody' begins or whether a given unwarned statement will ultimately be held
admissible." Id.

[Vol. 20
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If errors are made by law enforcement officers in adminis-
tering the prophylactic Miranda procedures, they should not
breed the same irremediable consequences as police infringe-
ment of the Fifth Amendment itself. It is an unwarranted
extension of Miranda to hold that a simple failure to admin-
ister the warnings, unaccompanied by any actual coercion or
other circumstance calculated to undermine the suspect's
ability to exercise his free will so taints the investigatory
process that a subsequent voluntary and informed waiver is
ineffective for some indeterminate period.1 49

In summary, the Supreme Court has taken a narrow view of the
intelligent waiver requirement. It has held that the Miranda warn-
ings provide the suspect with all the information needed to effectuate
an informed and intelligent waiver.1 50

STATE COURTS AND THE INTELLIGENT WAIVER REQUIREMENT

In contrast to the Supreme Court's narrow interpretation of in-
telligent waiver, state courts have adopted a broader view of intelli-
gent waiver.15 1 State courts have held that in-custody suspects must
be informed by police that a specifically retained attorney is readily
available before a suspect can intelligently waive constitutional
rights.1 52 In essence, state courts have reasoned that an appearance
of a specifically retained attorney changes the circumstances of a sus-
pect's waiver.15 3 State courts have held that information regarding
the availability of a specifically retained attorney is essential for a
suspect's intelligent exercise of the right to counsel under the fifth
amendment.1 54 Because of this, state courts have held that suspects
should be given the opportunity to reconsider their decision to waive
counsel.

155

In examining the position taken by state courts on this issue,
four decisions exemplify the leading arguments regarding intelligent
waiver: People v. Hobson,1 56 Weber v. State,1 57 State v. Haynes,15 8

149, Id. at 1293.
150. See supra notes 133-49 and accompanying text.
151. See Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1151 n.10 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (citations omitted).
152. See infra notes 156-239 and accompanying text. See also Moran, 106 S. Ct. at

1151 n.10 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (citations omitted).
153. Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1151 n.10 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
154. Id.
155. Id.
156. 39 N.Y.2d 479, 348 N.E.2d 894, 384 N.Y.S.2d 419 (1976). See infra notes 160-72

and accompanying text.
157. 457 A.2d 674 (Del. 1983). See infra notes 173-87 and accompanying text.
158. 288 Or. 59, 602 P.2d 272 (1979). See infra notes 188-209 and accompanying

text.
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and Dunn v. State.159

The New York Rule

In Hobson, the New York Court of Appeals reversed a robbery
conviction, holding that once an attorney had been appointed to rep-
resent a suspect, the suspect, while in custody, could not thereafter
waive the right to counsel in the absence of that attorney.160 Henry
Hobson was held by the police department and placed in a line-up. 16 1

He was identified as the person responsible for the robbery of a deli-
catessen nine months earlier.162 Prior to being placed in the line-up,
Hobson requested counsel, and an attorney was appointed to repre-
sent him.163 After the line-up procedure and the departure of the de-
fendant's counsel, the police, despite knowing that the defendant was
represented by counsel, proceeded to interrogate him.164 During the
interrogation, the defendant waived his constitutional rights and con-
fessed to the robbery. 165

Reversing the conviction, the Hobson court explained the New
York rule.166 In essence, the rule requires that once an attorney en-
ters the proceedings, the police may not question the suspect in the
absence of the attorney unless the suspect makes an affirmative
waiver in the attorney's presence. 6 7 The New York rule is appar-
ently based on the idea that ordinary waiver requirements are insuf-
ficient to protect a citizen's privilege against self-incrimination and
the right to counsel in the custodial interrogation setting.168 For ex-
ample, the court stated in Hobson that "[n]otwithstanding that warn-
ings alone might suffice to protect the privilege against self
incrimination, the presence of counsel is a more effective safeguard
against an involuntary waiver of counsel than a mere written or oral
warning in the absence of counsel."'1 69 The court further stated:

The rule that once a lawyer has entered the proceedings in

159. 696 S.W.2d 561 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985), cert. denied sub nom., Texas v. Dunn,
106 S. Ct. 1478 (1986). See infra notes 210-34 and accompanying text.

160. Hobson, 39 N.Y.2d at 482-84, 348 N.E.2d at 896-97, 384 N.Y.S.2d at 421-22.
161. Id. at 482, 348 N.E.2d at 896, 384 N.Y.2d at 421.
162. Id.
163. Id.
164. Id. The detective interrogating Hobson did not tell Hobson's counsel that he

was going to speak to Hobson, nor did he make any efforts to reach counsel before see-
ing Hobson. Id.

165. Id. at 483-84, 348 N.E.2d at 896-97, 384 N.Y.J. at 421.
166. Id. at 483-87, 348 N.E.2d at 897-900, 384 N.Y.S.2d at 421-24.
167. Id.
168. Id. at 483-84, 348 N.E.2d at 897-98, 384 N.Y.S.2d at 422.
169. Id. at 484, 348 N.E.2d at 898, 384 N.Y.S.2d at 422 (quoting United States v. Mas-

simo, 432 F.2d 324, 327 (2d Cir. 1970) (Friendly, J., dissenting), cert. denied, 400 U.S.
1022 (1971)).

[Vol. 20
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connection with the charges under investigation, a person in.
custody may validly waive the assistance of counsel only in
the presence of a lawyer breathes life into the requirement
that a waiver of constitutional right must be competent, in-
telligent, and voluntary .... Indeed, it may be said that a
right too easily waived is no right at all. 170

The New York rule also requires police to keep track of suspects
and to maintain procedures which insure that an attorney may coun-
sel a suspect without unreasonable delay.171 To invoke the rule, an
attorney need only inform the police upon entering the
proceedings.

172

The Delaware Rule

In Weber v. State,173 the defendant was convicted in Delaware
for second degree murder and possession of a deadly weapon during
the commission of a felony.174 Paul Weber had been arrested and
taken into custody for the murder.17 5 Weber's father retained an at-
torney for his son and asked the attorney to go to the police sta-
tion.176 The attorney arrived at the police station shortly thereafter
and requested to see his client.177 At this point, counsel was told that
he would not be allowed to talk to Weber unless Weber himself
asked to see an attorney.178 Counsel insisted that he wanted to be
present if a statement was taken, and he asked the detective to tell
Weber that counsel was at the station if Weber wished to see him.179

Nevertheless, the police never communicated this request to

170. Id. at 484, 348 N.E.2d at 898, 338 N.Y.S.2d at 422.
171. See People v. Pinzon, 44 N.Y.2d 458, 464, 377 N.E.2d 721, 724, 406 N.Y.S.2d 268,

271 (1968).
172. See People v. Arthur, 22 N.Y.2d 325, 339, 239 N.E.2d 537, 539, 292 N.Y.S.2d 663,

666 (1968). The New York rule has been rejected by a number of other state courts.
See, e.g., Weber v. State, 457 A.2d at 686 (establishing a rule slightly different from the
New York rule, specifically refusing to follow the New York rule); State v. Atherson,
242 Or. 621, 628, 410 P.2d 208, 211 (holding that a suspect already represented by coun-
sel can make a valid waiver in the counsel's absence), cert. denied, 384 U.S. 1025 (1966);
Dunn, 696 S.W.2d at 568 (quoting Miranda, 384 U.S. at 474) (stating that "[t]his rule
... is not in any way mandated by Miranda . .. wherein the formulation of the now
axiomatic Miranda 'warnings' was followed by the statement 'this does not mean, as
some have suggested, that each police station must have a 'station house lawyer' pres-
ent at all times to advise prisoners.").

173. 457 A.2d 674 (Del. 1983).
174. Id. at 675-76.
175. Id. at 684.
176. Id.
177. Id.
178. Id. The police did inform the attorney that Weber indicated that he neither

had nor wanted an attorney. This was misleading insofar as it conveyed the impres-
sion that Weber had been informed of the attorney's presence. Id.

179. Id.
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Weber. 8 0 After some time, the police informed the attorney that, af-
ter being advised of his Miranda rights, Weber had given the police a
statement.181

After his conviction, Weber appealed to the Delaware Supreme
Court, arguing that the detective's failure to inform Weber that his
attorney was at the police station waiting to see him violated the
right to counsel established by Miranda.8 2 The Deleware Supreme
Court agreed with Weber and reversed his conviction. 183

Holding that there can be no intelligent or knowing waiver when
the suspect is not informed that a specifically retained attorney is
readily available, the Delaware Supreme Court established its own
rule.1 84 The rule provides:

To . . . ensure that a suspect knowingly and intelligently
waives his rights, we establish the following rule for the gui-
dance of the trial court: if prior to or during custodial inter-
rogation, and unknown to the suspect, a specifically retained
or properly designated lawyer is actually present at a police
station seeking an opportunity to render legal advice or
assistance to the suspect, and the police intentionally or neg-
ligently fail to inform the suspect of that fact, then any
statement obtained after the police themselves know of the
attorney's efforts to assist the suspect, or any evidence de-
rived from any such statement, is not admissible on any the-
ory that the suspect intelligently and knowingly waived his
rights to remain silent and his right to counsel as established
by Miranda.18 5

This rule, however, is not without qualification. The Weber
court stated that for a suspect to effectively invoke this rule, the at-
torney must be present at the police station or at the site of interro-
gation.' 86 The Delaware court further indicated that the rule applies
whether the attorney was retained by the suspect or an interested
third party.'8 7

The Oregon Rule

In the Oregon case of State v. Haynes,88 the defendant was con-

180. Id.
181. Id.
182. Id. at 676.
183. Id. at 688.
184. Id. at 686.
185. Id.
186. Id.
187. Id.
188. 288 Or. 59, 602 P.2d 272 (1979), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 945 (1980).
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victed of murder.'8 9 Haynes had been arrested as a suspect in a mur-

der investigation. 19 0 After being advised of his rights, the defendant
made admissions substantially implicating himself in the homicide.191

Meanwhile, an attorney retained by the defendant's wife called the

Springfield police department. 192 The attorney informed the person

who answered that he had been retained to represent Haynes and
wanted to confirm that Haynes was at the jail.1 93 The attorney was
told that no one had been arrested for murder and that they knew

nothing about it. 1 94 The attorney then called another police depart-
ment and was informed that Haynes was being held at the Spring-

field jail.1 95 Again calling the Springfield police department, the

attorney informed the sergeant that he was coming to see Haynes. 196

However, before he arrived, the police took Haynes for a drive, alleg-
edly to obtain his cooperation in locating parts of the victim's body.197

During and after the drive, the police obtained further admissions

from Haynes.198 Haynes was never informed that a specifically re-
tained attorney was readily available.199

The Oregon Supreme Court reversed Hayne's conviction, holding
that when suspects are not informed of an attorney's availability, the

denial of an attorney's access to a suspect vitiates a prior finding of
waiver.200 Since the defendant did not know that counsel had at-

tempted to see him, his purported waiver could not be considered in-
telligent and knowing.201 The legal effect of the rule is that, even

when the police have obtained an otherwise valid waiver, once an at-
torney enters the proceedings on behalf of the suspect, the waiver
disappears. 20 2 The court stated that the police have an affirmative
duty to inform the suspect of the attorney's presence and to re-

inquire if the suspect desires to consult the attorney.20 3 In support of
its rule, the Haynes court reasoned:

189. Id. at -, 602 P.2d at 274.
190. Id. at -, 602 P.2d at 273.
191. Id.
192. Id.
193. Id.
194. Id.
195. Id. at -, 602 P.2d at 273-74.
196. Id. at -, 602 P.2d at 274.
197. Id.
198. Id.
199. Id.
200. Id. at -, 602 P.2d at 277.
201. Id.
202. Id. See Note, Suspect's Right to Reconsider Waiber of Assistance of Counsel

Upon the Appearance of an Attorney: State v. Haynes, 17 WILLIAMErrE L. REV. 515,
518-19 (1981) (examining the Haynes decision in light of rules developed in other juris-
dictions, and analyzing the court's decision to enhance a suspect's right to counsel).

203. Haynes, 288 Or. at -, 602 P.2d'at 277.
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To pass up an abstract offer to call some unknown law-
yer is different from refusing to talk with an identified attor-
ney actually available to provide at least intitial assistance
and advice, whatever might be arranged in the long run. A
suspect indifferent to the first offer may well react quite dif-
ferently to the second.2 0 4

The Haynes court concluded that courts should not speculate as
to what a suspect might do: "When the opportunity to consult coun-
sel is in fact frustrated, there is no room for speculation what defend-
ant might or might not have chosen to do after he had that
opporunity."

20 5

The Oregon rule differs from the New York rule in that the Ore-
gon rule requires that the police "knowingly frustrate" the defend-
ant's access to counsel before the rule will be applied.20 6 Contrary to
the New York rule, the Oregon rule focuses on the innocence or cul-
pability of the police.20 7 Furthermore, the Haynes court adopted the
position that an assertion of the right to counsel must be made to a
responsible member of the police department.20 8 For instance, to be
effective, the suspect's counsel must contact the officer or officers in-
volved with the investigation, as distinguished from contacting the
police switchboard operator.20 9

The Texas Rule

In Dunn v. State,210 the majority and concurring opinions of the
Texas Supreme Court reviewed the different state court approaches
and arrived at four different conclusions.211

In Dunn, the defendant was taken into cusotdy as a suspect in
his father's murder.2 1 2 The defendant was given an oral Miranda
warning and placed in a line-up.213 After the line-up, the defendant
was given a second Miranda warning and was questioned for three
hours.214 During questioning, the defendant confessed to the mur-
der.21 5 While all this was taking place, the defendant's wife had re-

204. Id. at -, 602 P.2d at 278.
205. Id. at -, 602 P.2d at 280.
206. Id. at -, 602 P.2d at 279-80. See Note, supra note 202, at 520.
207. See Note, supra note 202, at 521.
208. Id, at 520.
209. Id.
210. 696 S.W.2d 561 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985), cert. denied, 106 S. Ct. 1478 (1986).
211. Id. at 561-70 (majority opinion); id. at 570 (Clinton, J., concurring); id. at 570-

74 (Teague, J., concurring); id. at 574-75 (Miller, J., concurring).
212. Id. at 564.
213. Id.
214. Id.
215. Id. Dunn also signed a third waiver of Miranda rights that was printed at the

top of his written confession. Id.
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tained two attorneys to represent her husband's interests.216 At the
time the defendant was confessing, he was unaware that police of-
ficers had prevented the two attorneys from contacting him.217 The
two attorneys did "everything short of kicking in the interrogation
room door" to gain access to their client; however, the police refused
to allow the attorneys to consult with the defendant.218

Dunn was convicted, and he appealed to the Texas Supreme
Court, which reversed his conviction. 219 The majority opinion re-
jected the New York and Delaware rules, stating that those rules
were too restrictive and in no way mandated by Miranda.220 Citing
State v. Burbine,22 1 the Dunn majority found that in deciding on the
validity of the waiver it should consider the balance of interests be-
tween society's need for effective law enforcement and the suspect's
rights to remain silent and to counsel.222 The court was not per-
suaded that the Delaware or the "absolutist" New York rule struck
the appropriate balance.223 The majority adopted what it felt was a
more "rational" approach in "assaying the validity" of a waiver-a to-
tality of circumstances test.224 The Dunn court stated its conclusion
regarding the correct approach:

The more rational approach ... is ... to examine all of the
pertinent facts and circumstances of the case, including but
not limited to the relationship of the suspect to the attorney,
the extent of the knowledge possessed by the authorities,
the conduct of the authorities, the nature of the lawyer's re-
quest, and the "the background, experence and conduct of
the accused. '225

In weighing the facts and circumstances of this particular case,
the Dunn court favored the suspect, since the retained attorneys ex-
hausted every reasonable avenue to reach the defendant at a time
when the defendant, if he knew about the attorneys, might have cho-
sen to remain silent.226

In a short concurring opinion, Judge Clinton, although not neces-
sarily advocating the adoption of the Delaware rule, warned that the
court should not summarily reject it.227 Judge Clinton noted that, in

216. Id.
217. Id.
218. Id. at 569.
219. Id. at 569-70.
220. Id. at 568. See supra note 172.
221. 451 A.2d 22 (R.I. 1982).
222. Dunn, 696 S.W.2d at 567 (citing State v. Burbine, 451 A.2d 22 (R.I. 1982)).
223. Id. at 568.
224. Id.
225. Id. (citing Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 464 (1938)).
226. Id. at 569.
227. Id. at 570 (Clinton, J., concurring).
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contrast to the totality of the circumstances test, the Delaware rule
has the "desirable feature of predictability and for that reason may
well prove to be more workable for participants in the criminal jus-
tice system."

228

Also concurring with the result, Judge Teague first criticized the
court's "balancing" approach:

No system worth preserving should have to fear that if an
accused is permitted to consult with a lawyer, he will be-
come aware of, and exercise, [his right of self incrimination].
If the exercise of constitutional rights will thwart the effec-
tiveness of a system of law enforcement, then there is some-
thing very wrong with that system.229

Judge Teague noted that the majority opinion overlooked the
balance that our federal Constitution strikes in favor of the ac-
cused.230 Judge Teague advocated the adoption of the Delaware rule,
since he believed that it struck the appropriate balance.23 1 Lastly, in
an insightful comment, Judge Teague noted that by preventing the
suspect from communicating with his attorney and vice-versa, "the
actions of the State's agents ... were equivalent to holding appellant
incommunicado, which itself is sufficient to void a confession." 232

Finally, Judge Miller's concurring opinion advocated the adop-
tion of a liberalized version of the Delaware rule.23 3 Judge Miller
would have held, contrary to the Delaware rule, that a lawyer need
not be present at the police station for the rule to apply.234 The
judge believed that precisely because the Delaware rule requires the
presence of the attorney at the police station, it is "rigorously struc-
tured. '235 Judge Miller stated that he saw "no advantage to requir-
ing a lawyer to be 'actually present' at a police station in every
instance."

236

It is important to note that the state courts which have adopted
the Delaware rule or similar rules are mindful of the balance that
must exist between the competing policies of effective law enforce-
ment and suspects' rights. 23 7 In Weber, the Delaware court clarified

228. Id.
229. Id. at 571 (Teague, J., concurring) (quoting Escobedo v. Illinois, 378 U.S. 478,

490 (1964)).
230. Id. at 572 (Teague, J., concurring). See supra note 106 and accompanying text.
231. Dunn, 696 S.W.2d at 572-74 (Teague, J., concurring).
232. Id. at 574 (Teague, J., concurring).
233. Id. at 575 (Miller, J., concurring).
234. Id.
235. Id.
236. Id.
237. See, e.g., Weber v. State, 457 A.2d 674, 686 (Del. 1983) (holding that only those

confessions obtained after the police themselves know of the attorney's retention are
inadmissible); Commonwealth v. Mckenna, 355 Mass. 313, , 244 N.E.2d 560, 566 (1969)
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in its statement of the rule itself that the rule applies to "any state-
ment obtained after the police themselves know of the attorney's ef-
forts to assist the suspect. ' 238 In Haynes, the Oregon court held
admissible inculpatory statements made by the defendant prior to the
time the attorney sought access to him at the police station.23 9

ANALYSIS

The Miranda decision helped bring more certainty to the crimi-
nal justice system by creating a set of universal procedural safe-
guards to be used every time a suspect is brought into custody.2 40

Although the Miranda safeguards still depend heavily on the totality
of circumstances standard, they have reduced the speculative and ad
hoc nature inherent in that standard.241 Miranda did not solve all
the problems of the old due process voluntariness standard,24 but it
was a giant step foward in protecting individual rights and informing
police more specifically what actions were permissible during custo-
dial interrogation of a suspect.

The Miranda Court strived to strike a balance between the com-
peting policies of society's need for effective law enforcement and the
protection of individual rights.243 The need for this balance, as well
as where and how to draw it, are the most central and important
questions in criminal procedure today.2 44 In light of this balance, this
Comment proceeds to examine the issue of "uninformed but intelli-
gent waiver" raised in Moran v. Burbine.245 This Comment contends
that providing suspects with information regarding the availability of
a specifically retained attorney helps foster and maintain this
balance.

246

In Miranda, the Court stated that any new procedural safe-
guards to a suspect's fifth amendment rights must be at least as effec-
tive as those established in Miranda.247 Reasoning that the Miranda
safeguards alone are not enough to protect a suspect's fifth amend-

(holding admissible the defendant's statements which the prosecution proved to have
taken place before the attorney's telephone conversation with an officer at the police
station); State v. Haynes, 288 Or. 59,, 602 P.2d 272, 274-75 (1979) (holding that a state-
ment obtained prior to the attorney's retention was admissible).

238. Weber, 457 A.2d at 686.
239. Haynes, 288 Or. at -, 602 P.2d at 274-75.
240. See supra notes 107-10 and accompanying text.
241. See supra notes 82-83, 126-31 and accompanying text.
242. See supra notes 126-29 and accompanying text.
243. Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 477-90 (1966).
244. See supra notes 71-73 and accompanying text.
245. 106 S. Ct. 1135 (1986). See infra notes 256-87 and accompanying text.
246. See infra notes 256-87 and accompanying text.
247. See supra notes 111-113 and accompanying text. See also Durfee, supra note

125, at 246 (indicating that the Court has in later cases raised the question of whether
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ment right to counsel, the majority of state courts have adopted rules
requiring the police to inform a suspect when an attorney has been
specifically retained on the suspect's behalf by an interested third
party.248 However, the Moran Court opted to ignore the majority of
state court rulings,249 and ruled that the Miranda warnings were all
that the police had to tell a suspect.250

In rejecting the rules followed by the majority of state courts,
the Moran Court predicted that the state rules would spawn three
questions:

[1] To what extent should the police be held accountable for
knowing that the accused has counsel? [2] Is it enough that
someone at the station house knows, or must the investigat-
ing officer himself know of counsel's efforts to contact the
suspect? [3] Do counsel's efforts to talk to the suspect con-
cerning one criminal investigation trigger the obligation to
inform the defendant before interrogation may proceed on a
wholly separate matter?251

However, even though these three questions are at the heart of
the controversy, the Moran Court failed to answer any of them. The
Court merely restated the conclusions reached in other recent deci-
sions and, in balancing, favored society's need for effective law en-
forcement over the protection of individual rights. 252 The Court
concluded first, that the state court rules added only marginally to
Miranda's goal of dispelling the compulsion inherent in custodial in-
terrogation.253 Second, the Court concluded that such a rule would
have the inevitable effect of "muddying Miranda's otherwise rela-
tively clear waters" in terms of informing police and prosecutors
what they may do in conducting custodial interrogation.254 Finally,
the Court indicated that such a rule would not help in informing
courts with specificity under what circumstances statements obtained
during custodial interrogation are inadmissible.25 5 Had the Court
considered the three aforementioned questions in connection with
the different state court rules, it would have necessarily come to the
contrary conclusion and adopted a rule similar to that of the state
courts.

or to what extent the Miranda procedures are protected by the constitution, and ana-
lyzing the position taken by the Miranda Court).

248. See supra notes 151-55 and accompanying text.
249. Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1144-45.
250. Id. at 1143. See supra notes 32-35 and accompanying text.
251. Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1143.
252. Id. at 1143-44.
253. Id.
254. Id.
255. Id.
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INFORMING THE OFFICERS IN CHARGE

The Oregon Supreme Court's decision in State v. Haynes256 of-
fers a well-balanced answer to the first two questions asked, but left
unanswered, by the Moran Court.257 As the Oregon court held in
Haynes, the police should be held accountable for knowing that the
suspect has counsel to the extent that counsel contacts the officer or
officers in charge of the investigation, by phone or otherwise, and in-
forms them that counsel is the suspect's retained attorney and wants
to be present during questioning.25

One commentator has suggested that the New York rule is bet-
ter than the Oregon rule because the former allows the rule to apply
once the retained attorney tells anyone at the police station, includ-
ing a switchboard operator, that the suspect is the attorney's client.259

This commentator argues that the New York rule does not permit
the suspect's constitutional rights to be impaired by the inability of
law enforcement agencies to communicate effectively.260

However, given the balance which needs to be struck, the New
York rule fails precisely because it overly favors the protection of in-
dividual rights, while at the same time it imposes a heavy burden on
police departments. It cannot be said that an attorney whose efforts
are limited to contacting the police switchboard operator or any other
officer not involved with the attorney's client's investigation is mind-
ful of the best interests of the client. The police investigatory func-
tion should not be penalized because of an attorney's half-hearted
effort to reach the suspect or the officers involved. Further, contact-
ing someone not involved with the investigation will be problematic
insofar as timing is concerned. If the attorney calls the police station
and talks to an "uninvolved" officer while the interrogation is taking
place, inculpatory statements could be obtained between the time of
the attorney's call and the time the "uninvolved" officer informs the
officers in charge of the attorney's retention. This is so regardless of
how short that time period is. Therefore the New York rule places
an impermissible burden on legitimate law enforcement activities. A
practical solution is to require the attorney to contact the officers in
charge of the suspect's investigation.

The Oregon rule also serves the purpose of aiding legitimate law
enforcement activities. The police benefit because the Oregon rule

256. 288 Or. 59, 602 P.2d 272 (1979), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 945 (1980).
257. See supra notes 251-52 and accompanying text.
258. See supra notes 200-09 and accompanying text.
259. Note, supra note:202, at 520-21. See supra notes 208-09 and accompanying

text.
260. Note, supra note 202, at 520-21.
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provides clear guidelines, thus making the police officer's job less
speculative.261 Finally, the rule serves the purpose of providing the
suspect with information that materially changes the circumstances
and options of the suspect, thus allowing the suspect to make a truly
intelligent waiver.262

Moreover, the New York rule's requirement that counsel be
present before an accused can effectuate a valid waiver unnecessarily
delays the police investigatory functions. As stated by the Oregon
court in Haynes, to pass up an abstract offer to speak with an attor-
ney is different from refusing to talk with an identified and readily
available attorney.263 It is unnecessary to require the attorney to be
present for the actual waiver. Arguably, once a suspect is informed
about the attorney's retention and availability, it makes no difference
whether the attorney is in the room with the suspect or a short dis-
tance away. The issue is not the attorney's right to contact the sus-
pect, but rather the suspect's right to be informed of an attorney's
retention before making the decision of whether to waive constitu-
tional rights.264

Contrary to the New York rule, the Delaware rule places an im-
permissible burden on the suspect's attorney and, consequently, on
the suspect's constitutional rights.265 This burden is created because
the Delaware rule requires the attorney to be present at the police
station before the rule can be invoked.266 A telephone call by the at-
torney to the investigating officers should be enough to trigger the
applicability of the rule.

ATTORNEY'S EFFORT TO REACH THE SUSPECT REGARDING A
DIFFERENT INVESTIGATION

Given the need to inform police and courts with specificity about
permissible conduct,267 the answers to the third Moran question is
clear.268 If a specifically retained attorney is trying to contact the
suspect regarding one criminal investigation, it is likely that the same
attorney will also represent the suspect on an unrelated criminal in-
vestigation, even though the attorney is unaware of the subsequent
investigation. Thus, the police should likewise inform the suspect of

261. See supra notes 82-86 and accompanying text.
262. Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1160 n.42 (Stevens, J., dissenting); Haynes, 288 Or. at -,

602 P.2d at 278.
263. See supra notes 204-05 and accompanying text.
264. See supra note 31.
265. See supra notes 185-86, 233-36 and accompanying text.
266. See supra notes 186 and accompanying text.
267. See supra notes 37, 82-89 and accompanying text.
268. For the questions, see supra note 251 and accompanying text.
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the attorney's availability. Even though the possiblity exists that the
attorney only represents the suspect on one investigation, the police
should not engage in speculation, as such speculation is beneficial
neither to the police nor to the suspect.

Even assuming, arguendo, that the Moran Court was correct in
concluding that the state rules add only marginally to the goal in Mi-
randa of dispelling the compulsion inherent in custodial interroga-
tion,269 that still does not support rejection of the rules. Given the
well-balanced Haynes approach, providing attorney availability infor-
mation burdens only minimally, if at all, the police's investigatory
function.2 70 On the other hand, this information is essential for the
intelligent exercise or waiver of the suspect's rights. As stated by the
Moran dissent, this information is essential because it bears directly
on the suspect's right to counsel that the police are asking the sus-
pect to waive.271

The Moran Court noted that having such information might
compel suspects not to talk at all, and consequently, that the cost to
society would be too high.27 2 Certainly, this rule might decrease the
likelihood that custodial interrogation will enable the police to obtain
a confession. Without doubt, this is a real cost to society; however, "it
is the same cost that this Court has repeatedly found necessary to
preserve the character of our free society and our rejection of an in-
quisitorial system. ' 273 Thus, when this cost is viewed in light of the
balance that should exist between society's needs and individual
rights, the cost is negligible at best. As stated by the Escobedo Court,
"[o]ur Constitution . . . strikes the balance in favor of the accused
.... If the exercise of constitutional rights will thwart the effective-
ness of a system of law enforcement, then there is something very
wrong with that system."274

THE MORAN COURT'S RELIANCE ON ELSTAD V. OREGON

In Moran, the Court cited Elstad v. Oregon 275 in support of the
proposition that the Constitution does not require the police to pro-
vide a flow of information to help suspects calibrate their self-inter-
est in deciding whether to speak or stand by their rights. 276 In
agreement with Elstad, the Moran Court also concluded that "be-

269. Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1143.
270. See supra notes 188-209 and accompanying text.
271. Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1160 n.42 (Stevens J., dissenting).
272. Id. at 1144.
273. Id. at 1160 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
274. Escobedo, 378 U.S. at 488-90.
275. 105 S. Ct. 1285 (1985).
276. Moran, 106 S. Ct. at 1142.
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cause respondent's voluntary decision to speak was made with full
awareness and comprehension of all the information Miranda re-
quires the police to convey, the waivers were valid. '277

However, the two cases are distinguishable with regard to one
significant factor. The defendant in Elstad was arguing that the po-
lice should have informed him about the potentially inadmissible na-
ture of his previous confession.278 Contrary to the information
regarding the retention of an attorney, questions concerning the ad-
missibility of confessions require the police to exercise legal judg-
ment for which they are not qualified. On the other hand,
information regarding an attorney's specific retention and availability
is ministerial information which requires only that the attorney con-
tact the officer in charge of the investigation. 279 Further, a suspect
armed with the latter information can then intelligently decide
whether to be further advised by the attorney as to any rights before
deciding to exercise or waive them. In other words, it is the suspect's
attorney's duty and responsiblity to advise the suspect about the po-
tentially inadmissible nature of an earlier confession.

Dissenting in Elstad, Justice Brennan sharply criticized the El-
stad majority for moving away from Miranda and back to the old due
process standard.280 More importantly, Justice Brennan stated:

The occassional "murky and difficult" case should not pre-
clude consideration of supplementary warnings in situations
where the authorities could not possibly have acted in an ob-
jectively reasonable manner in their earlier interrogation of
the accused . . .even where the authorities are not certain
that an earlier confession has been illegally obtained, courts
and commentators have recognized that a supplementary
warning merely advising the accused that his earlier confes-
sion may be inadmissible can dispel his belief that he has
nothing to lose by repetition.28 1

It can be argued that the officers in Moran did not act in an "ob-
jectively reasonable manner. '28 2 It is reasonable to assume that if a
lawyer is readily available, a suspect will decide to postpone the deci-
sion to waive until given an explanation by the lawyer about the sus-
pect's rights. For instance, one of the Providence detectives testified:

[A]s [Lieutenant Gannon] drove to the Cranston police sta-

277. Id.
278. See supra notes 145-46 and accompanying text.
279. See supra notes 256-66 and accompanying text.
280. Elstad, 105 S. Ct. at 1313-22 (Brennan, J., dissenting). See supra notes 110-13,

246 and accompanying text.
281. Elstad, 105 S. Ct. at 1309 (Brennan, J., dissenting) (emphasis added) (footnotes

omitted).
282. Id.
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tion, he knew that he might not be able to question Burbine
"[i]f for some reason he didn't want to give me a statement,
if for some reason he choose to get an attorney and the at-
torney informed us that he didn't want [Burbine] to give a
statement.

'28 3

If the Moran decision is examined in light of the Court's most re-
cent decisions,284 then it is only one more step on the Court's journey
of debilitating the Miranda rationale and returning to the old due
process standard, a standard that proved to be inefficient and inefec-
tive in protecting individual rights.28 5 Furthermore, returning to
such a standard would not inform police, courts, and prosecutors with
specificity regarding the boundaries of permissible conduct. Such a
standard invites judges to give weight to their subjective preferences
when balancing the totality of circumstances. Even worse, in none of
these recent cases has the Court ruled for protection of individual
rights, thus leading to the conclusion that the Supreme Court is in-
creasingly shifting the balance in favor of society's need for effective
law enforcement. This accounts for a shaky balance which amounts
to no balance at all.

CONCLUSION

The goal of every system of justice should be to strike the perfect
balance between society's need for effective law enforcement and the
protection of individual rights. Furthermore, a system of justice
should strive to avoid subjective decision-making which often results
in inconsistency. The old due process standard invited judges to give
weight to their subjective preferences when balancing the totality of
circumstances. Miranda, although not solving all the problems of the
old due process standard, helped reduce the speculative and ad hoc
nature of the standard. At the same time, Miranda substantially pro-
tected suspects' rights, while placing a minimum burden on police de-
partments. In fact, Miranda gave police departments more concrete
guidelines on how to conduct themselves during interrogation.

Requiring police to inform suspects when an attorney has been
specifically retained likewise places a minimum burden on police de-
partments. Further, since this information bears directly on the sus-
pect's right to counsel, it is essential that a suspect be provided with
it before the suspect can intelligently waive the right to counsel.
Moreover, such information may substantially reduce the compulsion
inherent in custodial interrogation by informing the suspect that

283. Id. at 1154 (quoting Trial Transcript at 407).
284. See supra note 111 and accompanying text.
285. See supra notes 82-96 and accompanying text.
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someone is willing to work for the protection of the suspect's rights.
In short, such a rule helps create a more perfect balance. Thus, the
Supreme Court decision in Moran v. Burbine28 6 was misguided, and
the decision will derogate the fundamental procedural safeguards de-
veloped in Miranda v. Arizona.28 7

Reinaldo Pascual - '88

286. 106 S. Ct. 1135 (1986).
287. 384 U.S. 436, 444-45 (1966). See People v. Houston, 55 U.S.L.W. 2207 (Oct. 21,

1986) (No. 23713), the California Supreme Court rejected the Moran rationale, finding
it unpersuasive. Id. The California court held that "whether or not a suspect in cus-
tody has previously waived his rights to silence and counsel, the police may not deny
him the opportunity, before questioning begins or resumes, to meet with his retained
or appointed counsel who has taken diligent steps to come to his aid." Id. at 2207-08.
The court concluded that a suspect's waiver is vitiated by the failure of police officers
to inform the suspect of an attorney's retention and availability, since "[s]uch conduct
constitutes a denial of a California suspect's Miranda rights to counsel." Id. at 2208.
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